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Every educator engages in effective professional learning every day so every student achieves

Breathe new life
into collaboration
5 principles for reviving problematic groups
By Bradley A. Ermeling

T

he principal of a large urban middle school
in the Midwest asked for my guidance as a
researcher and advisor to help make their
teams’ collaboration times more productive.
The principal especially needed help with one
teacher team whose meetings were suffocating from
tension and hostility.
When teachers on the
team were asked to describe what happened during collaboration times,
many responses included
such confrontational
behaviors as shouting,
poor listening, hostility,
negativity, arguing about
unimportant topics, and
reading uninformative
books.
When I met with
the team, I made two observations: “One, you don’t like
unproductive and contentious meetings, and, two, you
would like to have meetings that are productive and focused
on improving teaching and learning. Does anyone disagree
with that?”
The room was quiet. Their silent agreement defined

a critical choice point. Some might have suggested teambuilding activities to exorcise the hostile social dynamics
standing in the way of effective collaboration time — an approach that assumes attitudes must change before behavior
changes. I assumed the opposite: behavior change is followed by attitude change.
I asked, “Can we all
agree to suspend those behaviors that are disrupting
productive work?” Heads
nodded, so I continued,
“Then let’s get started by
developing an agenda.”
We started searching
for a common student
need, a pressing concern
that the group thought
essential to meet for them
to be successful. Turning away from the highly
abstract, philosophical
questions that had led to so much conflict was what this
group needed, not team building activities.
Behavior change preceding attitude and belief changes
is a staple narrative in literature, popular media, and
personal anecdotes. Popular sports-themed movies often
Continued on p. 4
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It’s time to take a Galilean approach
to analyzing our data

D

uring a Learning Forward
Summer Conference session on the importance
of teacher leadership,
my colleague Andy Cole, a leadership
development consultant from Fairfax
County, Va., engaged the participants
in a conversation about planetary
motion. Cole explained that when it
was believed the sun revolved around
the earth, it was difficult to explain
the apparent movements of the stars
and planets; the
patterns just didn’t
make sense. For
hundreds of years,
early astronomers developed
complex models
to explain what
they saw. However, it wasn’t until
astronomer Copernicus, and later
Galileo, argued
that the earth wasn’t the center of the
universe that the motion of the planets
began to make a little more sense.
Of course, being the enlightened
individuals we are in today’s information age, many of us can’t imagine how
the brightest of scientists could look
at data staring them right in the face
and repeatedly interpret it incorrectly.
Yet, I would argue, when it comes
to the data we collect in our schools
and districts, we often aren’t much
different than those early astronomers.
We are often so limited by our own assumptions and the structures in which
we exist, we simply can’t make sense of
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the data before us.
Sometimes the data tell us things
about our systems or ourselves that
we may not want to hear. It may tell
us that while we are teaching, the students aren’t actually learning, or that
there are leaders and teachers among
us who actually don’t believe all children are capable of learning. These are
hard truths to acknowledge, and often,
like the ancient astronomers, we’ll do
whatever we can to hold on to our
false realities and make sense of these
data with the strategies we’ve already
tried and not confront the barriers to
real progress. We are often simply too
afraid to take the Galilean approach
and truly respond to the data right
before our eyes.
In her book, Assessing Impact
(2008, p.104), Joellen Killion references Weiss (1998) who provides a
comprehensive list of data analysis
techniques that enable school personnel to make sense of and more
accurately respond to data. Sample
strategies include:
Clustering: Putting things
together by forming classes, categories,
or groups based on some common
feature; for example, students whose
reading level has increased more than
or less than one grade level.
Educators can use these data to
differentiate instruction to meet students’ individual learning needs versus
the aggregate needs a less-detailed
review of the data might identify.
These clustered data can also inform
strategies coaches use as they support
teachers.
Learning Forward
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Seeking trends/patterns: Identifying recurring patterns, trends, or
commonalities; for example, students’
use of the language of science to describe their actions in the lab activity.
This strategy can reveal data
trends that otherwise go unnoticed.
Schools could use this information to
shift some of the conversations within
their grade-level teams.
Examining outliers: Looking at
the situations at the extreme ends of
the data set to determine what, if any,
information can be learned that does
not appear in the data tending more
toward the mean (for example, excessive student absentee data).
Such data can be helpful to counselors or school principals working
with staff to develop strategies to engage students who appear to be bored
or otherwise uninterested in school.
Strategies for making sense of
data can help us take more Galileanlike approaches, where we find the
information we need to accurately
assess the data before us instead of
forcing the data to fit a pre-conceived
understanding.
Reference
Killion, J. (2008). Assessing impact: Evaluating staff development (2nd
ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin
Press & NSDC.
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Pam Davis-Webb IN PRACTICE

For principals’ professional learning,
overlap and modeling count
As told to Anthony Armstrong

F

or principals, their own
professional learning is in
a constant time crunch.
Fortunately, a lot of my own
professional learning overlaps with
teacher professional learning, such as
when we recently sought ways to create a positive and focused start to the
students’ day.
When I arrived as principal at
Diven Elementary School (Elmira,
N.Y.), the school had experienced four
principals in three years. Because of
the changing leadership, the building lacked routines and procedures as
well as systems for positive recognition. Diven comprises more than 91%
of kids living at poverty levels and a
50% student mobility rate. Students
often came to school severely stressed
and had a hard time forgetting what
was happening at home or what
happened in the neighborhood over
the weekend. We needed to create
a secure, safe, and positive learning
environment for students, so we chose
to focus on beginning the school day
with an intentional, positive social
interaction for every learner.
We have leadership teams that
meet in the summer and bimonthly
throughout the school year. They
review data and put a plan together for
moving forward. Our leadership team
researched best practices that would
assist students in becoming confident
in social settings and establish predictable routines and procedures to begin
the day—no matter who happened to
www.learningforward.org
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Pam Davis-Webb (pwebb@
elmiracityschools.com) is principal
at Diven Elementary School in
Elmira, N.Y.

be the adult in charge.
When staff are used to school
leaders coming and going, it is easy
for them to try to “wait out” changes
because they assume that the new
leader will be leaving soon. In these
situations it is important to shift
focus away from compliance behavior
and towards learning. People tend to
want to tighten structures and tighten
consequences in an attempt to gain
control of changes. The key, though,
is to keep the focus on learning while
supporting behaviors.
When I’m learning something
new, I try to model and share snippets
of things I’m reading so people see
that I’m learning as well. When staff
see the principal doing something,
they get a sense of what it looks like.
When they see you putting in extra
time studying something, and you
can articulate the “why” as well as the
“what,” they know what you bring
them is well thought-out.
Our leadership team learned
about morning meetings, which are
structured social interactions in the
mornings to help create healthy learning environments. Volunteers tried the
meetings in their classrooms. Someone
from our leadership team is on every
team in the building, so our leadership team members modeled for their
colleagues, and the entire staff learned
•
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about the concept together using a
book study format. Teachers were
paired with support staff to share in
the planning and delivery of morning
meetings.
Everyone experienced success, shared
ideas, and supported
colleagues each step
of the way. Students
as well as their parents
responded to morning greetings with eye
contact, a greeting,
and a smile. Students
who were hesitant to
speak during the day
became contributors
to their classroom. Morning meetings
created a sense of routine and belonging and resulted in greater learning
when substitutes were in the building.
Notably, morning meetings cut our
discipline referrals in half during the
first year and have taken our yearly
discipline referrals from 697 in 2009
to 160 in 2012.
When people saw how we took the
morning meetings concept and made
it our own, it inspired the learning
community and got people excited. We
were ready to learn and grow as professionals together. As Andrew Carnegie
is reputed to have said, “Teamwork is
the fuel that allows common people to
attain uncommon results.”
•
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COVER STORY Breathe new life into collaboration

Continued from p. 1
observed a team member physically hold her hand over
share the same basic plot: a warring group of players rife
her mouth in effort to suppress an impulsive response that
with conflict gets a new coach who gradually knits together
previously might have derailed the meeting. By the end of
a team dedicated to a common goal. Players who did not
the meeting, the team had outlined basic actions steps for
like each other begin to work together through demanding
a lesson and all members had contributed to the discussion
effort and initial setbacks because each is in pursuit of the
and planning.
same outcome.
When the problematic team of teachers first began
That is what happened with the middle school team.
working on a shared problem, they did not like each other
The principal and I had monthly calls in
very much and shared no common instrucbetween each of my monthly visits. On those
tional philosophy. But once they established a
calls she would provide a synopsis of how
common goal for student learning, and agreed
Learning Forward
things were going with each of her teacher
on benchmarks for measuring success, a new
belief
teams and particularly this problematic group.
pattern of successful interactions was set in
Sustainable learning
She regularly attended their meetings to supmotion, defined by a sense of shared purpose
cultures require
port the facilitator and tried to help moderand urgency to improve student outcomes.
skillful leadership.
ate some of the contentious dialogue. She
The debating was over; the collaborating had
begun.
confided she had stopped trying to change
Not all cases are this successful. Getting
their behavior through talk and recognized
a
conflicted
group to stop arguing and start
the futility of that approach.
working
on
concrete
steps
to improve teaching and learning
Perhaps the most important thing the principal did was
is
seldom
seamless
and
easy,
but there are five key principles
free up time in team meetings to focus on the new pattern
that have worked in most of the cases I know about.
of work we had initiated, which was identifying student
instructional needs and working on plans for addressing
Find a shared concern
them. She gave the teachers permission to discontinue some
No matter how conflicted a teacher team
of the other less-defined activities, such as book studies,
has become, in many cases there are persistent
general discussions of students, etc. These were leaving too
student achievement challenges that a majormuch room for unproductive dialogue, debate, and conflict
and were too far removed from teachers’ daily classroom
ity recognize and share. When a team zeroes
practice.
in on specific areas of need, and relates them
The principal worked hard to mentor and assist the
to their own classrooms, it is often possible to identify one
team facilitator in following the same approach modeled
area the majority is eager to address.
during my visits. Team members began to see this cycle of
Once a shared goal is identified, the old conflicts fade
improvement as the new expectation for how they spent
into the background. Some individuals may still not like
their meeting time, not just a short-lived experience for one
each other very much, but like a sports team tired of losing,
or two meetings. The principal also made sure to celebrate
a conflicted group of teachers focusing on a shared student
the team’s success in the larger school community, praisneed can temporarily suspend old antagonisms enough to
ing their efforts in staff meetings and highlighting positive
get productive collaboration going. Principals can move this
results.
process forward by creating and prioritizing time for the
A few months after my initial visit, I returned for
team to directly focus on identifying and addressing comanother series of meetings and discovered dramatic changes
mon student instructional needs.
had taken place.
Establish teacher ownership
Following the pattern set in motion during my previSo how is a cohesive goal identified? It
ous visit, the principal and team facilitator made a weekly
commitment to action-oriented agendas that continued to
is vital, regardless of the student need selected, that the teachers set and share the goal
focus on planning, implementing, and reflecting on instructhemselves as they review available sources of
tion related to student needs identified and shared by the
evidence. The principal or other administragroup.
In the meeting I observed, the facilitator started the
tive leaders might suggest several key areas of need to choose
meeting on time, reviewed the agenda, and initiated a
from, but the goal chosen has to be one most teachers on a
team see as immediately relevant to their own classrooms.
brainstorming process to identify promising instructional
Some examples are struggles with comprehension of exposiapproaches for helping students with reading compreContinued on p. 5
hension problems. A few times during the discussion, I
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COVER STORY Breathe new life into collaboration

Continued from p. 4
tory text, understanding ratios and proportions, writing
coherent paragraphs, etc. Leadership should keep at the
forefront a team’s commitment to work together to develop
instruction once a shared problem is identified. Doing something together to make a difference in everyone’s classroom
wins more support than talking about individual problems
and leaving it to individuals to come up with answers.
Get a commitment to meeting
guidelines
A commitment to meeting guidelines
is not a new concept, but taking this step
seriously accomplishes two things. First, it
provides a teacher team with a set of agreedupon norms or operating principles. Second, agreeing upon
a set of meeting guidelines provides everyone with license to
hold colleagues accountable and run meetings in accordance
with the guidelines. Here are the keys: Principals help teams
establish and publish their guidelines, distribute them to
everyone, and review them at strategic intervals by reflecting
on meeting effectiveness.
Guidelines or norms are only a starting point, though.
They have limited impact with the most challenging groups
unless accompanied by the other key principles and supported by leadership. Principals protect the team by removing or reducing other collaborative tasks or activities that
might derail new routines and productive work.
Expect Productive Action
The middle school team I was called
to help had spent several meetings during
the previous school year carefully outlining group norms. Despite the group’s good
intentions and lengthy discussions about
norms, their meetings still degenerated into unproductive
and often contentious battles. Why? They never transitioned from talking to action. They needed to ask themselves this question every meeting: Are we going to do
something or just talk about it? When teams consistently
engage in productive action, there is a corresponding
shift in mindset, beliefs, and expectations. Even the most
problematic teams usually improve their attitudes and
beliefs regarding collaboration, if they collectively accomplish things that have a direct and positive impact on their
teaching.
Principals can mentor the team leader to plan agendas
and productively facilitate meetings that focus on the cycle
of improvement. At the same time, principals should monitor their own behavior when joining team meetings so as
to not raise other administrative topics or issues that might
distract the team from their agenda and work.
www.learningforward.org
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Strategize according to teams
and individuals
Many teams will excel by establishing
common goals, teacher ownership, meeting guidelines, and action-oriented routines.
However, some schools will have at least one
team or a few individuals who are still obstinate, unhappy,
or difficult to work with regardless of how deliberate others
are about engaging in cycles of productive learning and
problem solving.
The middle school team had one teacher that was especially unhappy. She came to meetings, sat against the wall
rather than joining the rest of the group at the table, made
sarcastic comments, rolled her eyes, and generally refused
to participate. The principal and I decided to feature her
work as an example for the group in order to vest her with
some ownership in the process. The principal met with the
disgruntled teacher and asked for a group demonstration of
her use of a graphic organizer to help students summarize
main ideas and details. The teacher hesitated at first but
agreed to participate and, to the group’s surprise, came to
the meeting fully prepared with an attitude and manner
her colleagues had never witnessed. While there were still
ups and downs with her meeting behavior across the year,
improvement was dramatic and the group itself gained momentum from observing this noticeable shift in the engagement and attitude of its most negative member.
Principals can work directly with individual teams or
team members where extra strategic attention is needed.
This can seem overwhelming if all groups are struggling
to work productively, but if the majority of teams move
forward through a commitment to guidelines and establishing a framework and routine for successful action, then
investing this kind of focused effort on a few persistent cases
becomes a more reasonable and manageable task.
As the year came to a close, the principal and I reflected
on the remarkable progress that she had previously thought
impossible. The change did not happen from increasing
pressure or accountabilities, and it did not come from prolonged trust-building activities or discussions about becoming a team. The meeting guidelines came to life when the
principal provided a clear framework for meaningful work
and assertively engaged the teachers in successful actions.
Attitudes and beliefs changed in response to new, more productive behaviors, galvanizing faculty with renewed hope
and confidence in the power of collaboration.
•
Bradley A. Ermeling (brad.ermeling@gmail.com) is
senior research associate at Pearson Learning Teams, and
member of a research team from UCLA and Stanford.
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TOOL

Principal reflection chart for reviving problematic groups
Use this tool to reflect upon and prioritize actions to better support and/or revitalize staff groups.
1. Identify a team that particularly needs your attention.
2. For each category of principal actions, use the following scale to reflect on the current status of the identified
team.
 = Area of strength. Already implemented.
?? = Needs more attention but work is under way.
++ = High priority. Not yet implemented.
3. For items marked with a ? or H, write down specific notes and next steps.

Team Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Principal actions to support change

Current
status

Notes and next steps

Create and prioritize time for the team that
directly focuses on identifying and addressing
common student instructional needs.
Protect the team’s focus by removing or reducing
collaborative tasks/activities that might derail
new routines and productive work.
Assist the team to establish and publish meeting
guidelines.
Mentor the team leader to plan agendas and
productively facilitate meetings.
Monitor your own behavior when joining team
meetings so as to not raise other administrative
topics or issues that might distract the team from
their agenda and work.
Work directly with individual team members
where extra strategic attention is needed.
Celebrate successes within the larger staff
and school community to reinforce the new
productive patterns and routines.
Source: Bradley A. Ermeling (brad.ermeling@gmail.com), senior research associate at Pearson Learning Teams.
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tool

Gap analysis

G

ap analysis is a common procedure for
determining needs and identifying problems
before action planning. It can help a team
identify specific problems to address, understand
the situation causing the problem more clearly, and
ensure that the problem being solved is the right one.
In essence, gap analysis allows a team to identify the
gap that exists between where they are now and where
they want to be. This process is especially useful in the
problem identification stage and as a way to measure
ongoing progress toward a goal.
For example, a school might examine the results
of the previous year’s professional learning and school

improvement efforts (where the school currently is) to
determine if it produced the desired results (where it
wants to be).
The topic for a gap analysis could be any aspect of
school improvement. The basic process is to:
•
Identify where the team wants to be by asking
what is our goal or target for performance (future
state);
•
Identify where the team is currently by asking
where are we now (current state); and
•
Identify the gap or the distance that needs to be
covered by asking how far and how fast do we
need to go to achieve our goal (gap).

Source: Munger, L. & von Frank, V. (2010). Change, lead, succeed: Building capacity with school leadership teams. Oxford, OH: NSDC.
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New brief released on investing
in professional learning

L

earning Forward has just released Meet the Promise of Content Standards: Investing in Professional
Learning, a brief that details the critical attributes of professional learning necessary to achieve the vision of Common Core standards, and addresses the need
for long-term commitment and resource investments
from the nation and
each state to achieve
that vision.
The brief calls attention to the urgent
need for schools, districts, states, regional
and national education agencies, and
education vendors to
change the allocation
and application of
professional learning resources. It also recommends new
investments for states, districts, and school leaders to
make in professional learning.

Download this and other resources on
implementing Common Core standards at
www.learningforward.org/publications/
implementing-common-core.

